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Edison KinetograPh Camera
1891

ln 1888, Thomas Edison set out to create "an

instrument that does for the Eye what the phono-
graph does for the Ear...." He assigned the project

to one of his engineers, W.K.L. Dickson, who, after a

series of false starts, completed the Kinetograph in
1891. The Kinetograph was the first motion picture

camera to use the Eastman celluloid f ilm; this was a

key breakthrough which made modern motion pic-

tures possible. The camera photographed circular

images one-half inch in diameter on perforated,
f lexible strips of film which moved horizontally
through a mechanized sprocket system' The

prototype was cannibalized for laboratory use soon

after completion, but was partially reconstructed in
'1895-96 as evidence in a patent dispute. (Lent by the
Edison National Historic Site)

<Technician Charles H. Kayser posing with the Kinetograph in

Edison's West Orange, New .lersey laboratory, c. 1891 .

Edison KinetoscoPe
1894

To exploit his moving pictures commercially, Edison

introduced the Kinetoscope, a "peep-show" viewer
capable of presenting half-minute film shows. The

machines were sold on a territory basis to showmen

who installed them in arcades and Kinetoscope
Parlors in all the major cities of America and Europe'

Commercially, the Kinetoscope was a short-lived
novelty, but its appearance directly inspired other
inventors to find a way of projecting moving
images onto a screen. (Reproduction made by

A. Ray Phillips, 1988)

< Peter Bacigalupe's Kinetoscope, Phonograph and Graphophone

Arcade, San Francisco, 1894.

MutoscoPe
1895

The patents on Edison's motion picture devices

were based on the use of a sprocketed film system'

When Dickson left Edison in 1895 to form a

competing motion picture syndicate, he developed

equipment that circumvented this technology.
Dickson's rival "peep-show" viewer, the

Mutoscope, employed the principle of the f lip-

book. lt contained a large reel of positive

photographs, two and one-half inches wide, which

treated the illusion of motion when hand-cranked'

Mutoscope performances lasted about half a

minute, like those of the Kinetoscope. The

Mutoscope was a popular attraction in amusement
parks and arcades for generations' (Gift of
Robert Gaylor and Charles Fisher)
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35mm Mutograph Camera
1899

Like the Mutoscope, the 68mm Mutograph camera
evaded the Edison patents by avoiding sprocketed
film. Perforations in the film, needed to assure the
proper alignment of images, were punched in the
negative during photography, while a vacuum
pump held the f ilm flat against the aperture. ln
1899, Dickson and his partner, Herman Casler,
introduced a streamlined, 35mm version of the
Mutograph camera for their new production
company, the American Mutoscope and Biograph
Co. (A photographic pioneer in his own right, Casler
had developed an early, watch-shaped concealed
camera in 1893.) The company was still using these
cameras when D.W. Griffith began directing for it in
1908. (Lent by Karl Malkames, The Malkames
Collection)

< D.W Griffith's cameraman, Biily Bitzer, restoring a Mutograph

camera at The Museum of Modern Art, late lg30s.

Thaumatrope
c.1835

The Thaumatrope, invented by Dr. John Ayrton
Paris in 1825, provided the first commercial applica-
tion of the newly discovered "persistence of vision"
principle. When the viewer twirled the strings
attached to the hand-painted disc, the images on
both sides of the disc appeared to blend, putting a

bird back in its cage, for example, or a rider on his
horse. (Lent by Fred Spira, The 5pira Collection)

Phenakistiscope
1864

To use the Phenakistiscope, a parlor toy, the viewer
turned the face of the disc to a mirror, then peered
through the machine's viewing slots while spinning
the wheel. Moving images of cyclists, acrobats, or
abstract shapes appeared. Professor Joseph Plateau
of Brussels invented the device in 1832. The
Phenakistiscope exhibited here was marketed as

The Magic Wheel in New York City in 1864. (Lent by
Fred Spira, The Spira Collection)

< Original packaging for The Magic Wheel.



ZoetroPe
1867

The Zoetrope (Greek for "wheel of life") was one of
the most popular Victorian parlor toys. Strips of
paper panels, painted with sequential scenes such

as clowns tumbling or children misbehaving, came

to life as viewers looked through the slots in the
revolving drum. Many households assembled their
own collections of these "moving" images after
Milton Bradley & Co. began marketing the device in
1867. (Lent by Fred Spira, The Spira Collection)

< Patent diagram for the zoetrope marketed tn the unlted states

by Milton Bradley & Co.
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Praxinoscope
1877

The Praxinoscope improved on the Zoetrope by

reflecting the latter's painted strip panels in a

central array of mirrors. A sharper, better-defined
image was produced, reducing the eyestrain that
often resulted from Zoetrope viewing. A later,
projecting Praxinoscope could throw these images

onto a screen. The Praxinoscope's French inventor,
Emile Reynaud, entertained audiences with moving
picture Praxinoscope shows at his Theatre Optique
in Paris, which opened in 1892 and stayed in
business well into the era of motion picture films.
(Lent by Fred 5pira, The Spira Collection)

<Walt Disney studytng a Praxrnoscope, 1942

Beale's ChoreutoscoPe
1866

The popularity of lantern slide performances during
the nineteenth century led inventors to seek a

means for animating these still image projections.
Among the most sophisticated solutions was the
Choreutoscope of L.5. Beale. The principles used in
the Choreutoscope - including the sequential
arrangement of images in a strip, the means of
moving the strip intermittently, and a shutter used

for projection - all reappeared almost thirty years

later in the first film projectors. (Lent by Fred Spira,

The Spira Collection)



Muybridge Plate Holder
for Motion Photography

1884
Eadweard Muybridge's studies of human and
animal movement, photographed at the University
of Pennsylvania, strongly influenced the work of
Thomas Edison, Etienne Marey, and other motion
picture pioneers. This specially designed plate
holder was an integral part of Muybridge's
apparatus. With the use of an electromagnetically
operated shutter release, up to a dozen sequential
exposures could be recorded on a series of
photographic dry plates. Muybridge published his
photographs in several books (beginning with
Animal Locomotion,1887) and also developed a
projector (the Zoopraxiscope) for his motion
photographs. (Lent by the Stanford University
Museum of Art, The Muybridge Collection)

< Detail of plate 156 from Muybridge's iniversity of Pennsylvania

series, c /885.

Phonoscope
1892

Georges Demeney, a French inventor, attempted
to bu.ild on Muybridge's work to help teach lip-
readihg-to the deaf. His Phonoscope could record
twenty-four photographic images on the outside
edge of a sensitized glass-plate disc, and functioned
as both camera and projector. The images it utilized
were usually close-ups of Demeney himself
repeating phrases such as "Vive la France!" or "Je
vous aime." Demeney later abandoned glass-plate
photography to work with motion picture film
cameras and projectors. (Lent by Karl Malkames,
The Malkames Collection)

< lllustration of a Demeney Phonoscope demonstration, c. 1 892.

Bell Laboratories
Picture Telephone

1927
Bell Laboratories performed an early, spectacular
demonstration of two experimental, closed-ci rcuit
mechanical television systems linking participants in
Washington, D.C. and New York City on April 7,
1927. One of those systems was the Picture
Telephone, which received sound and picture by
wire and wireless from Washington, D.C.

The picture phone system was extremely crude
by modern standards; it received pictures made up
of 50 horizontal lines per screen, compared to
modern television transmissions of 525 lines per
screen. Bell Laboratories' research and
development of the Picture Telephone continued
until 1933. (Extended loan from the AT&T Bell
Laboratories Archives)
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Muybridge Plate Holder
for Motion Photography

1884
Eadweard Muybridge's studies of human and
animal movement, photographed at the University
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Thomas Edison, Etienne Marey, and other motion
picture pioneers. This specially designed plate
holder was an integral part of Muybridge's
apparatus. With the use of an electromagnetically
operated shutter release, up to a dozen sequential
exposures could be recorded on a series of
photographic dry plates. Muybridge published his
photographs in several books (beginning with
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photographs. (Lent by the Stanford University
Museum of Art, The Muybridge Collection)
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Phonoscope
1892

Georges Demeney, a French inventor, attempted
to build on Muybridge's work to help teach lip-
readihg-to the deaf. His Phonoscope could record
twenty-four photographic images on the outside
edge of a sensitized glass-plate disc, and functioned
as both camera and projector. The images it utilized
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photography to work with motion picture film
cameras and projectors. (Lent by Karl Malkames,
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Bell Laboratories
Picture Telephone

1927
Bell Laboratories performed an early, spectacular
demonstration of two experimental, closed-ci rcu it
mechanical television systems linking participants in
Washington, D.C. and New York City on April 7,
1927. One of those systems was the Picture
Telephone, which received sound and picture by
wire and wireless from Washington, D.C.

The picture phone system was extremely crude
by modern standards; it received pictures made up
of 50 horizontal lines per screen, compared to
modern television transmissions of 525 lines per
screen. Bell Laboratories' research and
development of the Picture Telephone continued
until 1 933. (Extended loan from the AT&T Bell
Laboratories Archives)
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Bell Laboratories
Large-Screen Television Receiver

1927
The Large-Screen Receiver was the second television
system demonstrated by Bell Laboratories on April
7,1927; like the Picture Telephone, it had been
developed by Dr. Herbert lves and Dr. Frank Gray.

The screen consisted of a single neon tube divided
into 2,500 individual, hand-wired picture elements.
The same program was shown on both the Large-
Screen Television and the Picture Telephone.
Herbert Hoover, then U.5. Secretary of Commerce,
spoke with AT&T vice-president John J. Carty; a

vaudeville comedy act rounded out the bill. The
Large-Screen system suffered from ghosting
problems and Bell Laboratories soon abandoned its
development. (Extended loan from the AT&T Bell
Laboratories Archives)

< Dr Herbert lves demonstrating the Large-Screen Televiston .

Receiver, April 7, 1927.

GE Broadcast
Television Receiver

1928
On January 13,1928,less than nine months after
Bel I Laboratories' breakthrough closed-ci rcuit
television transmission, General Electric engineers
began the first, regularly scheduled, over-the-air
television broadcasts. The 48-line system, developed
by Dr. E.EW. Alexanderson, transmitted the image
over shortwave radio frequencies from the GE

laboratories in Schenectady, New York, and the
sound over a local radio station, WGY. A small
number of experimental receivers, like the one in
this exhibit, were scattered throughout the city. GE

continued to broadcast programs with this
experimental system throughout the year, including
the first televised play (The Queen's Messengerby J.

Hartley Manners) and a live transmission of New
York Governor Al Smith's speech from the steps of
the state capitol in Albany as he accepted the 1928

Democratic Party presidential nomination. (Lent by
the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village)

< GE Broadcast Television Receiver atop an RCA Radiola.

Daven Kit-Assembled
Television Receiver

1928
Demonstrations by Bell Laboratories, General
Electric, and others sparked interest in television
throughout the United States. By the end of 1 928, a
handful of experimental stations were transmitting
signals in the U.5. on a more-or-less regular basis.

Radio equipment manufacturers marketed tele-
vision receiver assembly kits to interested amateurs
as early as 1927. The Daven Corporation of Newark.
New Jersey sold a basic kit for sixty dollars. Because

all broadcasters did not employ standardized
scanning rates. Daven also made a customized
receiver which included a scanning disc with three
sets of apertures permitting the reception of a wide
range of stations. (Lent by Arnold P Chase)

< tnformation about do-it-yourself TV assembly kits was reported

in magazines such as Television.
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Phantoscope
1895

C. Francis Jenkins and his partner, Thomas Armat,
demonstrated thei r Phantoscope projector to
paying audiences at the Cotton States Exposition
in Atlanta in September and October, 1895. The
films they showed were probably standard Edison
Kinetoscope subjects, but the Phantoscope was a
major advance over Edison's machine; it replaced
"peep-show" viewing with intermittent motion
picture projection onto a screen. The Phantoscope
in this exhibit is the nearest surviving relative to the
machine used in Atlanta. (Lent by The Franklin
lnstitute Science M useum)

Vitascope
189s

Soon after the Atlanta showings, Armat split with
Jenkins, buying out his partner's share of their
jointly held patents. Armat improved their pro-
jector by adding a device that looped the film as it
passed through the projector, thus helping prevent
the frequent film tearing that had plagued the
Phantoscope. With the Kinetoscope fad having run
its course, Edison's agents, Raff & Gammon. con-
tracted with Armat in December 1895 for the use of
his projector. Renamed the "Edison Vitascope," it
caused a sensation when exhibited at Koster and
Bial's Music Hall in New York City on April 23, 1896.
The machine in this exhibit is a fragmentary patent
model of the Vitascope. lt still used the original
Phantoscope "beater" movement (abandoned in
later Vitascope models), which advanced the film by
striking it intermittently with a mechanical device
called an eccentric cam. (Lent by the lnternational
Museum of Photography at George Eastman House)

1 lllustration of a Vitascope film exhibition, c. 1 896.

Prismatic Scanning Discs
1923

Jenkins continued to refine the technology of
motion picture projection for more than twenty-
five years, and his ingenious work produced related
breakthroughs in television transmission. The
process ienkins created for scanning images by
using prismatic discs was one of the most important
ofthese developments. He ground the outer edge
of a glass disc into a prism of continually varying
section. A point of light directed through a lens at a
series of such discs was refracted vertically and
horizontally across a light-sensitive plate. Jenkins
used this system to transmit still photographic
images by radio in1922. He used the improved
model shown in this exhibit to send pictures of
President Warren G. Harding and others from
Anacostia, Maryland, to Philadelphia on March 2,
1 923. (Lent by the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village)

< Complete prismatic scanning disc and transmitttng unit.
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Model202 Radiovisor
1930

By the late 1920s, Jenkins had become the most
prominent figure in American television or, as he
preferred to call it, radiovision. Backed by the De

Forest Radio Company, he operated experimental
television stations in Washington, D.C. and New
York City; by 1931, his New York station was

broadcasting a 60-line halftone picture for four
hours each weekday. He also sold receiver assembly

kits and pre-assembled receivers based on his
patents. These included the Radiovisor Model 202'
which used a magnifying glass to enlarge what
would otherwise have been a picture one-and-one-
half inches tall. (Lent by Arnold P Chase)

< Newspaper advertisement for lenkins television

equipment, 1931.

Edison Spoolbank Proiector
1897

Edison's agents licensed the Vitascope to showmen
for exhibition in specific territories; the Spoolbank
was the first projector Edison sold outright to
exhibitors. The film in this early projector ran in a

continuous loop over a bank of spools copied
directly from the "peep-show" Kinetoscope.
Spoolbank projectors went on the road with the
nation's first itinerant film exhibitors, who leased

space in school auditoriums and town halls to show
short comic. trick, or "actuality" subjects. This

Spoolbank projector was used by a travelling
exhibitor in Connecticut to show a combination of
films and slides of the Spanish-American War, and
was advertised as "The War-A-Scope." (Lent by

Charles Hummel/The Hummel Collection)

Cin6matographe Lumiire
1895

The brothers Louis and Auguste Lumidre, successful
manufacturers of photographic equipment in

Lyons, France, gave the first public exhibition of the
Cin6matographe, an elegantly designed
combination camera, printer, and projector, in Paris,

on December 28, 1 895. Cin€matographes toured
worldwide, and made the term "cinema" an

international equivalent for f ilm. The machine in
this exhibit is thought to be the one used for the
Cln6matographe's Broadway premiere on June 29,

1896. (Lent by Karl Malkames, The Malkames
Collection)

<fhe Cinemabgraphe Lumidre in its proiedion mode, 1895.
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Optigraph No.3 Proiector
1899

Sears. Roebuck & Co. was the undisputed master of
turn-of-the-century American mass marketing, and

it quickly stepped into the growing market for
inexpensive portable film projectors. A'C. Roebuck

himself invented the Optigraph, which the
company marketed to magic lantern exhibitors as

an accessory to their existing equipment. The

Optigraph No. 3 sold forthirty-five dollars. lt came

equipped with 500-foot film reels and could run

films either forward or backward - an entertain-
ment feature popular with early film operators and

their audiences. (Lent by Al Simon)
< Optigraph advertisement, c. 1 900.

Power's No. 5 CameragraPh
1908

The Nicholas Power Company of Brooklyn was one

of the major manufacturers of early mass-produced

film projectors. lts No. 5 Cameragraph was a

rugged, all-metal machine which could project films
as well as lantern slides; it came with a limelight
generator for projection in sites lacking electrical
power. The machine in this exhibit bears a warning
label from the Motion Picture Patents Company
allowing it to be used only with films "licensed" by

that early manufacturers' trust. This testifies to the
trade war between the established producers and

exhibitors aligned with Edison, and the insurgents
attempting to enter the industry. (Gift of the lnter-
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees)

NBC Flying SPot
Television Scanner

c.l930
Most mechanical television broadcasters employed

the Flying Spot Scanner as their studio "camera."

The Flying Spot Scanner directed light from a high-

intensity projection lamp through a perforated disc

in a regular scanning motion across the objects to
be televised. An array of photocells detected light
reflected from these objects and communicated
changes in intensity to the transmitter. No other
light could be used in the room during transmission'

The National Broadcasting Company, lnc' used the
scanner in this exhibit for daily, two-hour experi-

mental broadcasts from its Times Square studio in

1930. The broadcasts transmitted 60-line pictures at

20 images per second, and amateurs as far away as

Kansas reported receiving the transmissions' (Lent

by the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village)

< Fetix the Cat, test subiectfor NBC's Flying Spot Scannec 1930'

(
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Farnsworth lmage Dissector
1934

At the age of 1 5, Philo T. Farnsworth described the
basic concept of an all-electronic television system

to his high school chemistry teacher' Five years

later, on January 4, 1927, he submitted his key
patent applications for the system, which he began

to operate later that year. Crucial to the system's

transmitter was the lmage Dissector, a camera tube

that instantly transformed an image into its elec-

tronic equivalent. Using an improved dissector,

Farnsworth gave the first public demonstration of
all-electronictelevision atThe Franklin lnstitute in

Philadelphia in 1934, showing pictures with 240-line

definition. He began experimental broadcasts from

his own station in that city three years later. (Lent by

Stephen E Hofer)
< Philo T Farnsworth with the lmage Drssector tube a nd an early

electronic television camera, c 1930.

RCA lconoscoPe
1933

Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin, the research director at

Radio Corporation of America (RCA) and the inven-

tor of the electronic picture tube, or "Kinescope,"

also developed the lconoscope, the first commercial

television camera tube. ln the lconoscope' an

electron beam was directed across an image formed
on a photosensitive plate. The plate discharged as

the beam passed over it, creating a flow of current
that constituted the picture signal.

There is some evidence that Zworykin tested a

crude lconoscope as early as1923, but dropped the

idea to concentrate on the Kinescope. By the time
he returned to electronic photography' many

of the key principles in that field had already been

demonstrated, and patented, by Farnsworth. (Gift

of Glenn Ralston and Hugh C. Oppenheimer)
< RCA trade ad promoting the lconoscope, 7 945.

GE Model185
Television Receiver

1938
RCA began experimental electronic television

broadcasts (four afternoons and two evenings a

week) in 1936, from a transmitter on top of the

Empire State Building, and used the broadcasts to
field-test its own home television receivers' Two

years later, RCA announced that it would use the

1939 World's Fair in New York City to debut an

expanded programming schedule over NBC, its

wholly owned broadcasting subsidiary' That

announcement prompted a host of competitors to

begin offering home receivers to the public'

General Electric's elaborate Model 185 featured
three-channel tuning and a five-inch direct viewing

screen. (Lent bY Jack Davis)
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RCA TRK.I2
Television Receiver

1939
On April 30, 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
opened the World's Fair in Flushing Meadow-and,
simultaneously, inaugurated NBC's expanded
schedule of daily telecasts. Between one and two
hundred electronic television receivers then existed
in the New York City area, and an estimated 1,000
viewers watched the opening ceremonies.

RCA also used the Fair to exhibit four models of
its home television receivers, including the top-of-
the-line TRK-l2. The set's cathode ray picture tube
was too long to rest horizontally in the console and
had to sit upright; its 12-inch image, therefore, was
ref lected for viewing in a mirror inside the console
lid. The renowned industrial designer, John Vassos,
designed the TRK-12, which sold for six hundred
dollars. (Lent by Arnold P Chase)

< RCA Television promottonal brochure, 1939.

RCA 630T5
Television Receiver

1945
RCAs first postwar receiver, the 630T5, went on sale

on September 17,1946, helping to create the post-
World War ll home television boom. The 630T5 was
the basic RCA model of the early postwar years, and
other manufacturers copied its chassis and circuitry
with only slight modif ication. Like all pre-1948
television sets, original models of the 630T5 include
Channel One on their tuning knobs; in 1 948, the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) allotted
the Channel One f requency to the military.
(Lent by Arnold P Chase)

< RCA 630T5 Television pramotional leaflet, 1946.

Farnsworth 651-P
Television Receiver

1948
Bythe late 1930s, PhiloT. Farnsworth and his
associates, who had helped some of RCA s

competitors develop television equipment, decided
to establish their own manufacturing facility. They
acquired the Capehart Company, a manufacturer of
radios and phonographs based in Fort Wayne,
lndiana. When commercial production of home
televisions resumed after World War ll, the renamed
Farnsworth Television and Radio Corporation
briefly marketed a line of "Farnsworth" receivers,
the only sets ever to carry the name of this
television pioneer. (Lent by Stephen E Hofer)

Philco Predicta Tandem
1959

The Philco Predicta series offered radical design
solutions in the quest for comfortable television
viewing. ln some models, the "5-F" (semi-flat)
picture tube swiveled inside the console; in the
Tandem model, the picture tube was connected to
its console by a 25-foot-long electronic umbilical
cord. Using either model, the viewer could move
the picture tube without moving the console.
Considered a design landmark today, it did not sell
well in 1959. (Lent by Arnold P Chase)

< Philco Predicta Tandem promotional leaflet, 1958.
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Epson Elf ET-10
1984

The development of the f lat, two-dimensional
liquid crystal display screen (LCD) freed television
designers from bulky cathode ray picture tubes and
made miniature sets possible. The one-pound Elf,

which had a 2-inch LCD with two hundred lines of
vertical def inition, was the f irst vest-pocket,
portable color television receiver. Five AA batteries
or an AC adaptor provided the power. LCDs

continue to be used for miniature sets, but the wall-
sized screens that LCDs also make possible may well
represent the future of this technology. (Lent by
Arnold P Chase)

< Epson Elf promotional brochure, 1984.

Sony GV-8 Video Walkman
1988

The GV-8 is the first miniature combination
television receiver and video cassette recorder/
player. lt features several of the most innovative
elements of recent consumer electronics
technology, including the 8mm video cassette and
the liquid crystal display screen. (Lent by Sony Corp.
of America)

Path6 Professional Cainera
c.1910

D.W. Griffith's classics, The Birth of a Nation (1915),

lntolerance (1916), and Way Down East(1920), were
filmed on the French-made, wooden Path6; so were
the early features of almost every other national
cinema. Rugged, lightweight, dependable, and
simply designed, it was the Model T of early film-
making. The Path6 was patterned after the Cine-
matographe, but its 400-foot film magazines,
footage counter, and film speed indicator offered
feature-length filmmakers important new tools for
complex storytelling. (Lent by Karl Malkames, The
Malkames Collection)

< D.W. Griffith directing The Birth of a Nation (1915). Pathd

cameras in background.



Bell & Howell2709 Camera
1912

The camera that dominated Hollywood when
Hollywood began to dominate motion pictures, the
all-metal 2709 was the first motion picture camera
designed to the exacting specifications of a fine still
camera. lt was the centerpiece of a cornplete line
of Bell & Howell professional equipment that also
included a projector, printer, and film perforator.
The Mitchell camera supplanted the 2709 in
Hollywood film studios after i920, but because of
its precision film movement, the 2709 continued to
be favored for animation and special effects work.
(Lent by Karl Malkames, The Malkames Collection)

< Actor-director Fatty Arbuckle lining up a shot with a Bell &
Howell 2709, c.1918.

Mitchell Standard Camera
1920

The Mitchell camera solved some of the most
diff icult technical problems in early motion picture
photography. An innovative "rackover', device slid
the camera body clear of the lenses, permitting
operators to frame and focus accurately before
shooting. The camera's designers streamlined the
process of achieving early filmmaking effects, such
as irises and dissolves, by building the special effects
mattes directly into the body of the camera. The
Mitchell also was quieter than the Bell & Howell
2709. a factor that gained importance with the
advent of "talkies" in the late i 920s. Successive
models of the Mitchell camera achieved a virtual
monopoly among Hollywood studio filmmakers
throughout the 1950s. The Mitchell Camera
Company continues to manufacture a range of
cameras and equipment today. (Lent by the
lnternational Museum of Photography at George
Eastman House)

< Cameramen Hal Mohr and Stanley Cortez f ilming Broadway
with a Mitchell camera. 1929.

Ramsdell3-D
Motion Picture €amera

1953
All 3-D cameras record a pair of images correspond-
ing to right and left eye views of a subject. ihese
images are then projected in a manner that allows
the viewer to recombine them, giving the projected
picture an illusion of depth. This camera employs a
pair of matched Bell & Howell 2709 bodies and a
transmission-ref lection mirror. lts designer, Floyd
Ramsdell, an industrial filmmaker in Worcester,
Massachusetts, directed his first 3-D f ilm in 1937 and
maintained a lifelong interest in the process.
(Gift of Mrs. Floyd Ramsdell)
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CinemaScope projection Lens
1 953

Hollywood answered the small-screen challenge of
television with dramatically wider movie theater
screens. CinemaScope was the most successful of a
variety of competing systems of wide-screen
filmmaking and projection that transformed movie
viewing. The CinemaScope camera lens horizontally
compressed a double-width image onto standard
35mm film; a companion projection lens reversed
this process. The full CinemaScope system also
employed four-track stereophonic sound and a
special screen almost twice as wide as standard
theater screens. Twentieth Century Fox developed
CinemaScope, and promoted it as "the modern
miracle you see without glasses" - a reference to
3-D film competition. (Lent by Bausch & Lomb)

< The Balco News, featunng Sol Halprin, head of Twentieth
Century Fox's camera department, and Marilyn Monroe holding
CinemaScope lenses, I 953.

VistaVision Camera
1954

Although now used only for special effects work,
many f ilmmakers once considered VistaVision the
best method of wide-screen moviemaking. lt was
developed by Paramount Studios and was favored
by directors such as Cecil B. DeMille and Alfred
Hitchcock. Where CinemaScope shrank images to fit
35mm film, the VistaVision camera captured wider
images by turning 35mm film on its side, giving the
film a greater horizontal field. Most VistaVision
films were reprinted on standard 35mm stock for
commercial release, but premiere showings of some
of the first VistaVision movies, such as White
Christmas (1 954) and Strategic Air Command
(1955), were shown "as shot" on horizontal pro-
jectors. VistaVision lost to CinemaScope in the wide-
screen wars because it was a more expensive
technology and because Paramount was slower to
license its use to other f ilmmakers than Twentieth
Century Fox was with Cinemascope. (Lent by
Paramount Pictures Corporation)

< Cecil B. DeMille f ilming The Ten Commandments tn

VistaVision. 1956.

RCA TK.31
lmage Orthicon Camera

19s2
More compact and far more light-sensitive than the
earlier lconoscope camera, the lmage Orthicon
permitted television directors new freedom in
staging live performances. The TK-31 was one of
the most popular lmage Orthicon models, a familiar
sight on television stages until the end of the black-
and-white era in the late 1960s. (Gift of
Carey Williams)
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Norelco/Philips PC-70
Plumbicon Camera

1 955
Color television cameras of the late 1 950s and early
1960s were unwieldy half-ton behemoths. The
existing technology required three image orthicon
tubes per camera (one for each of the primary
colors), each three inches in diameter. The smaller,
lighter PC-70 used plumbicon tubes one inch in
diameter, and replaced the lens turret with an
Angenieux zoom lens. The PC-70 made taping
before live audiences less intrusive and significantly
changed the staging of the shows it was used to
tape. (Gift of Dolphin Productions, New York)

<Sportscaster Ralph Boston and PC-70 Plumbicon Camera.

Kinemacolor Camera
1910

lntroduced in 1908, Kinemacolor was the first
commercially viable color process for motion
pictures; within three years, Kinemacolor films were
being shown around the world. The Kinemacolor
camera photographed through a pair of revolving
color filters, breaking the color in any scene into
two primary colors - usually red and green. Similar
filters on the projector reintroduced the colors
during projedion. British Moy & Bastie cameras
were customized for Kinemacolor. The camera in
this exhibit was one of only nine built for the
Kinemacolor Company of America. (Lent by Karl
Malkames, The Malkames Collection)

Kinemacolor Proiector
1913

The Kinemacolor projector ran film at 30 frames
per second - nearly twice as fast as the standard
projection speed of the time - because the color
tended to flicker at slower projection speeds. High-
speed projection, however, severely wore the films
and often damaged them. Kinemacolor projection
presented other problems, as well. Occasionally, the
projector filters would fall out of adjustment.
causing the color values on screen to reverse, and
color "fringes" tended to shadow any moving
object. Kinemacolor also suffered from the inherent
inadequacy of attempting to reproduce the full
spectrum f rom just two primary colors. (Lent by the
lnternational Museum of Photography at George
Eastman House)

< Kinemacolor projection booth.
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Technicolor
Three-Strip Camera

1 932
The first commercially practical, full-color motion
picture process, Technicolor dominated British and
American color moviemaking for 20 years, and it
was used in highly successful films such as lhe
Wizard of Oz (1939) and Gone With the Wind
(1 939). The Technicolor camera simultaneously
photographed a negative record of each of the
three primary colors: red, green, and blue. The
colors were then superimposed during film printing
through a dye-transfer process called "imbibition"
(literally, "the act of assimilating"). The streamlined
Eastmancolor process, introduced by Kodak, sup-
planted the bulky three-strip Technicolor camera by
1955, but imbibition printing continued in
Hollywood until 1975. The Technicolor Corporation
is still in business today, but does not employ the
classic Technicolor process for either printing or
photography. (Lent by the lnternational Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House)

CBS-Columbia
Color Television Camera

1 950
One of several early color television formats, the
field-sequential system operated on the same
principle as Kinemacolor. A revolving color wheel or
disc on the camera imparted to each video field a
record of the amount of red, green, or blue in any
given scene; a synchronized wheel at the receiver
reintroduced the color. This camera is an early
industrial model intended for closed circuit
operations. (Lent by the National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian lnstitution)

CBS-Columbia 12CC2
Color Television Receiver

1951
The FCC adopted theCBS field-sequential system as
the American color standard in 1950. The 12CC2,
the first commercial color receiver, went on sale in
September 1951. An oil-filled lens enlarged the
10-inch image to approximately 12r/zinches, while a

synchronized color wheel suppligd the color. The
CBS broadcasts failed to attract sponsors, since they
could not be received by the nation's millions of
black-and-white sets. CBS suspended production
within a month after the sets appeared on the
market. All existing receivers were recalled, and the
system was never commercially revived. (Lent by
Arnold P Chase)

< Gimbel's was eager to promote the C8S-Columbia

Television Receiver
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RCA CT-100
Color Television Receiver

1954
Mindful of the shortcomings of the field-sequential
system, the FCC set new equipment and transmis-
sion standards in 1953 that insured that color
broadcasts could be received on either black-and-
white or color sets.

The RCA CT-100, which sold for $1,000, was the
first commercial television set to meet these new
standards. Video equipment collectors still prize
CT-1 00s for the richness of their color reproduction.
(Lent by Arnold P Chase)

Edison Kinetophone
1913

The Kinetophone, the most elaborate of Thomas
Edison's experiments with talking pictures, com-
bined a standard Edison projector and a specially
synchronized, "long playing" cylinder phonograph.

The Kinetophone made its debut at New York
City's Union Square Theatre on February '17,1913.
Audiences received it enthusiastically, and
Kinetophone exhibitions soon opened around the
world. Kinetophone subjects were distributed as
vaudeville attractions, however, and did not stand
up wellto the competition of live entertainment
acts. By 1915, Edison had abandonedthe
Kinetophone, convinced - as he would be even
alter The Jazz Slngerwith Al Jolson premiered in
1 927 - that there was no audience for sound
motion pictures. (Lent by Edison National
Historic Site)

Western Electric
"Cannon" Microphone

1928
This 1S-pound microphone had the shape and
weight of a small artillery shell. A built-in amplifier
boosted the audio signal from the microphone,
permitting filmmakers to remove recording units
from the immediate vicinity of the sets and cameras.
The microphone on display in this exhibit was used
at the Paramount Studios in Astoria, New York
when the Marx Brothers and Claudette Colbert
made their first talking pictures there. (Gift of
Gale l. Dinces)

< Photoplay cover illustration of Norma Talmadge speaking into
the "Cannon." 1929.
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Western Electric
"Vitaphone" Projector

1928
The first sound-on-disc "Vitaphone" projectors -
the ones that brought Don Juan (1926) and The lazz
Singer (1927) to movie audiences - used a separate
phonograph turntable attached to the projector
Later models had a built-in turntable as well as a
photoelectric optical head capable of playing sound
that had been recorded directly onto film - the
technology that became the accepted manner of
making "talkies." (Extended loan from the AT&T
Bel I Laboratories Arch ives)

< Western Electric sound film projection equipment, in a I929
promotional brochure.

Nagra lll
Magnetic Sound Recorder

1958
After World War ll, magnetic recording greatly
improved the quality of f ilm sound, although early
magnetic recorders were not very portable. The
lightweight Nagra recorders developed in the 1950s
freed moviemakers from burdensome sound equip-
ment and brought a new flexibility and realism to
outdoor location filming. Stefan Kudelski, the
inventor of the Nagra, received an Academy Award
for this breakthrough in 1966. (Gift of Nagra
Magnetic Recorders, lnc.)

< Soundman Jack C. lacobsen on lacation with his Nagra, I 970.

Akeley "Pancake" Camera
1919

Dr. Carl Akeley, a curator at the American Museum
of Natural History, designed this compact, circular-
shaped camera for use in his field expeditions to
Africa. Akeley's camera was soon adopted by
newsreel photographers, who found that it focused
efficiently and was easy to operate in diff icult
locations. Documentary filmmaker Robert Flaherty
used the Akeley camera for classics such as /Vanook
of the North (1922), and the Akeley filmed outdoor
action scenes and western chases for Hollywood
features. Newsreel maker James Seeley owned the
Akeley on display in this exhibit and used it to film
the Hindenberg disaster of May 6, 1937, when the
German zeppelin exploded at its mooring in
Lakehurst, New jersey, killing thirty-six passengers.
(Lent by Karl Malkames, The Malkames Collection)

< Cail Laemmle, president of lJniversal Pictures, poses on
shipboard with an Akeley camera, c. 1925.
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Debrie Parvo Model K
1928

Early European film directors such as Carl Dreyer,

Abel Gance, and Sergei Eisenstein used the French-

manufactured Debrie as a studio camera. However,
the Debrie, which had a 400-foot film magazine,
never became a popular Hollywood studio camera.

American moviemakers preferred cameras with
larger film capacities in order to shoot longer
scenes. But the Debrie's rugged, compact design

and precision engineering made it a favorite of
American newsreel photographers. (Gift of
David Quaid)

Bell & Howell
Model Tl-Q Eyemo

1 939
Bell & Howell began manufacturing the hand-held
35mm Eyemo in 1925 and continued to produce

various models until 1970; it was the most widely
distributed professional motion picture camera of
its era. Eyemos went around the globe with the U.S.

Army Signal Corps during World War ll and filmed
bombing raids on Germany, the Normandy D-Day

landings, and the liberation of Nazi death camps by

Allied forces. The camera in this exhibit was later
motorized by NBC News. (Gift of NBC News)

< Eyemo camera training session, Signal Corps Photographic

Center, Astoria Studios, 1 942.

Arriflex Model35
Hand Camera

1937
Although few American filmmakers used - or even

saw - the German-manufactured Arriflex until after
World War ll, it quickly became one of the most
important news and documentary cameras in the
U.S. lts inventors, August Arnold and Erich Koestner,
perfected a reflex viewing system that greatly
increased the accuracy of framing and focusing. A
rapidly spinning, motor-driven mirror, part of the
shutter, allowed the camera operator to look
directly and continuously at the subject being
filmed. This camera was customized by Hearst
Metrotone News in the late I940s. Current models
of the Arrif lex are widely used for feature film
production today. (Lent by the lnternational
Museum of Photography at George Eastman House)

< Cameraman Burnett Guffey using an Arriflex to film The Harder

They Fall (1955)



l- lkegami Ht-33 "Handy-Looky"
1973

Designed by CBS and manufactured in Japan, the
lkegami HL-33 changed the medium of television
news-gathering from film to videotape in the mid-
1970s. The first portable television camera capable
of high-quality color reproduction, it weighed only
'12 pounds (although it required a 22-pound
battery-operated backpack). The I kegami's built-in
microwave transmitter could beam signals to a
"base station" (usually a specially equipped van or
truck) more than a mile away; this technology
created the "live remote" report that is now a
standard part of television news broadcasts. The
CBS Evening News and the news units of CBS's five
local television stations received the first six HL-33s
ever made. (Lent by lkegami Electronics, USA, lnc.)

< Promotional bookletfor lkegami HL-33 Handy-Looky, 1973.

Moviola ModelD
1927

The Moviola - an illuminated viewer capable of
running film backward or forward at various speeds

- greatly simplified and refined the task of film
editing. Editors using Moviolas no longer needed to
run edited film on a projector in order to see the
effects of their cuts, and they gained new freedom
to develop visual rhythms in their work. This unit
was used to edit fhe Litt e Fugitive (1 947), a land-
mark independent feature film shot in New York
City. More advanced models of the Moviola remain
in use today. (Gift of Morris Engel)

< Robert Flaherty and Helen van Dongen editing Louisiana Story
(1948) on a Mowola Model D.

Ampex VR-1000
Videotape Recorder

1956
The Ampex Corporation designed the VR-1000
expecting the networks to record and present "live"
news broadcasts to the entire country despite time
zone differences. The machine served its purpose
well, and also revealed new possibilities for the
electronic medium. Ampex quickly incorporated
editing capabilities, as well as the capacity to
generate a variety of special effects such as wipes
and split screens, while still retaining the "live"
quality. Though primitive by today's standards,
these innovations paved the way for the
development of more complex technology. (Gift of
John Streets, Merlin Engineering Works)

< Ampex Videotape Recorder promotional brochure showing over

console monitor and color electronics rack, I 957.
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